IV godina ENGLESKI JEZIK - KOMUNIKACIJSKE VESTINE
PRIMER ZADATAKA ZA PISMENI SA RESENJIMA
I Underline the correct word in the brackets.___(4 izraza)______________________________________ __/4
take ( out/ up/ off) a new business
II Choose the verb to make correct phrases_(3 izraza) _________________________________________/3
set / acquire / increase new skills
III Connect nouns and verbs to make collocations (write the letters on the lines)___(5 izraza)____________/5
a) a room
b) a reservation

1) Make b
2) Book a

IV Read this introduction to a meeting given by the team leader. Write in these missing verbs._5 glagola____/5
propose / start
Good morning, let me start by saying I'm the General Manager. I propose that we follow the agenda closely.....
V Replace the underlined words and phrases in the dialogue below with these words and phrases to mean the
same. Write the number in ( ).______5 reci ili izraza ___________________________________/5
I suggest (_____1_____)

Maybe (______2______)

Hello everyone! (1) How about we introduce ourselves first. (2) Perhaps, I'll start first.

VI Group the words into three categories in the table.__(5 reci)____________________________/5
drop / remain constant
DOWN

NO CHANGE

drop

remain constant

UP

VII Read the first and last sentence in this conversation. Number the other sentences 1-8 in the correct order.
(8 recenica)___________________________________________________________________________/8
Good morning! I'm Peter from the head office
1_____2__ No, I've been working for the company for 10 years.
2____1___ Pleased to meet you. Are you new in the company?
................
OK. Let's start with the results of the survey.
VIII Match these headlines to the extracts from news reports in 1-5. Write your answers here:__________/5
1___B__

2 ___A_ ......

AUNSTEADY START FOR MARKETS

B MORE JOB LOSSES TO INDIA

1 The last of its call centres was closed this week with another two hundred redundancies in the area. Callers to the
company are now more likely to be speaking to someone in Mumbai as they are in Manchester.
2 In a dramatic collapse, market analysts were calling for governments to…

